There is one day in my life (and perhaps also in yours) that I remember most clearly: it was "Nine/Eleven", 15 years ago. The very number evokes apocalyptic connotations. Indeed, in the German media no religious term was more often used in those days than "apocalypticism". In his remarkable Frankfurt speech, Jürgen Habermas observed that religion has not vanished from our secularised culture; on the contrary, it has exploded. For the assassins of New York, he observed, the
The Biblical Annals 8/1 (2018) Twin Towers, "those symbols of globalizing modernism", "were the embodiment of the Great Satan. But we too, the universal eyewitnesses to these 'apocalyptic' events, were moved to Biblical imagery by what we saw on the TV screen" 1 In light of its etymology, apocalypticism claims to reveal something. ἀπο-καλύπτειν means literally: "to take away the veil so that that something may come to light". What, however, is revealed by such images other than fear, catastrophe, pessimism in view of a falling earth?
2 If apocalyptic images are inspired in order to reveal truth, we are "of all men most miserable".
There is only one apocalyptic book in the New Testament: the Book of Revelation, "the book with seven seals", or, as we might better call it, "the book with seven open seals".
3 For, as its title suggests ( Apocalypticism is an attractive subject for contemporary German literature, but only as far as these one-dimensional modes of experience are concerned -which is perhaps not untypical of the German phenomenon of "Angst". For an overview, see G.E. There is no doubt that the Book of Revelation is and has always been a most inspiring book. It has inspired religious and non-religious groups and people for good and bad. It has inspired art as no other book of the Bible has ever done. It has inspired political movements, including the "Thousand-Year Empire" and the "Endkampf" in Nazi Germany but also the conviction held by Christians in the Resistance that the "Fuehrer" was the Antichrist. However, there have ever been serious doubts whether this inspiring book is to the same extent an inspired one. From the beginning, theologians have found it difficult to discover the Holy Spirit between its lines and church leaders have found it embarrassing to proclaim it as God's own word. Without the pressure of the church of martyrs this book would never have been included in the canon. And even under this pressure, several hundred years passed before it found its place in the Bible. 4 As a matter of fact, it does not need the experience of terror. Sometimes the friendly couple of Jehovah's Witnesses ringing at our door suffices to arouse theological discomfort with the inspiration and truth of John's Revelation.
Struggling through its dramatically accumulating images and impressions, we ourselves confront the classical dichotomy between head and heart: On the one hand, the seer of Patmos does not obviously offer any perspectives for a faith that is based upon reason. On the other hand, even the most reasonable reader will hardly escape the power of its fascinating and crashing, vengeful and warm-hearted visions. However unsound the Book of Revelation may seem, its force of attraction remains tremendous.
In its document "The Inspiration and Truth of Sacred Scripture", 5 the Pontifical Biblical Commission faces this dilemma. In its first part (nn. 45-49) The Biblical Annals 8/1 (2018) claims (a) to stem from God's own self-disclosure (Rev 1:1-3), (b) to transform the prophet through the Spirit in order to encounter Christ (Rev 1:10; 4:1-2), (c) to offer, as it were, food for the soul that is to be "digested" like the little scroll the angel offers the prophet in chapter 10 -sweet in the mouth, bitter in the stomach and (d) to open a sacred, inviolable space between the book covers .
The document stresses that, although the first impression makes the seer jump for joy, Christ's revelation has to be worked out, often with "bitterness", always in view of Scripture, never losing its divine origin. Perhaps I may quote Bert Brecht: "pick a rose to pieces and every petal is lovely".
6 So far, so good. In its second part, the document deals with the Book of Revelation in light of its truth claim (nn. 96-100). John emphasises the dynamic and dramatic development of God's kingdom amid the empires of this world. The course of history depends on the love between Christ and his followers. This love finds its deepest expression both in the nuptial imagery and in the symbolism of victory: "For the Lord our God the Almighty reigns. Let us rejoice and exult and give him the glory, for the marriage of the Lamb has come, and his bride has made herself ready; to her it has been granted to be clothed with fine linen, bright and pure' -for the fine linen is the righteous deeds of the saints" .
The truth of the book is grounded on God, who has disclosed himself in the "Amen, the faithful and true witness" (Rev 3:14; cf. 19:11) , so that those who belong to the Lamb may follow a firm guide through the mourning and crying, pains and perils of history until all the words are fulfilled "and God himself will be with them; he will wipe every tear from their eyes" . This is, to be sure, an impressive pastoral interpretation.
However, reading these peaceful lines I cannot help but wonder if I might use another Bible. When, for instance, Revelation does indeed call Christ "truth and faithful", the immediate context seems to be neglected: I saw heaven opened, and there was a white horse! Its rider is called Faithful and True, and in righteousness he judges and makes war. His eyes are like a flame of fire, and on his head are many diadems; and he has a name inscribed that no one knows but himself. He is clothed in a robe dipped in blood, and his name is called The Word of God. And the armies of heaven, wearing fine linen, white and pure, were following him on white horses. From his mouth comes a sharp sword with which to strike down the nations, and he will rule them with a rod of iron; he will tread the wine press of the fury of the wrath of God the Almighty. … Then I saw an angel standing in the sun, and with a loud voice he called to all the birds that fly in mid-heaven, 'Come, gather for the great supper of God, to eat the flesh of kings, (VApS 196; Bonn 2014) .
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the flesh of captains, the flesh of the mighty, the flesh of horses and their riders-flesh of all, both free and slave, both small and great' .
Our document summarises this uncomfortable context in an allegorising metaphor: Christ's "eyes like a flame of fire" show "burning love": "il suo movente è un amore bruciante ('gli occhi […] fiamma di fuoco' (Ap 19:12) per il Padre e per gli uomini" (n. 99). And bruciante (burning) it is: When the enemies of Christ and his followers, the symbols of the pagan world, are eventually punished, they are "thrown into the lake of fire and sulphur […] , and they will be tormented day and night for ever and ever" (Rev 20:10). And they are not alone: At the end of the day, all the enemies, including the Synagogue of the Satan and even dissenting fellow-Christians called Nicolaitans (not so far away from Paul, by the way), are thrown into this very lake of fire (Rev 20:15) . I skip other parts of violence, hate, and revenge. They are by no means occasional slips; they are part and parcel of the framework of this biblical book.
7 Suffice it to say that "burning love" might be a bit misguided.
True enough, there is a third part in our document, which is dedicated to the challenges of biblical interpretation. And there is even a chapter on violence and cruelty in the Bible (nn. 125-131). However, the Book of Revelation does not play any role in it since this chapter finds violence almost exclusively in the Old Testament, whereas it reserves the motive of love to the New Testament (cf., e.g., n. 125) -a fairly contestable dualism.
Probably the reader of the document will feel reassured about the inspiration and truth of the Book of Revelation. But, of course, the purpose of our document is to make him or her a reader of this book. In this case, I daresay, he or she will fall into unforeseen troubles for which the document does not prepare him or her. Therefore, we must try to avoid two shortcomings, which may seem most excusable in a pastoral paper that does not pursue critical purposes but which must be dealt with in an exegetical comment:
(1) It is hard to see how it is possible to extract the quintessence of love from a book full of aggression. Of course, one might refer, as the document indeed does, to the "canonical approach": Love will in any case serve as a master key The Biblical Annals 8/1 (2018) to each problem. However, one might ask: Why then bother with this book at all? Love appears to be present sufficiently in the gospels. In order to secure the inspiration and truth of Revelation, our document seems (with the best of intentions) to avoid what is called the "Kontextprinzip", i.e., the exegetical principle of immediate literary context. The proof, however, is in the pudding. And the proof of love attributed to Revelation seems in fact to lack any pudding at all.
(2) The other exegetical principle we should take into account is that of literary genre and religious milieu. It is perfectly right that God, in the 21 st chapter, "wipes every tear from their eyes". The problem is that the document skips the twenty chapters that deal with the tears. While striving for theological correctness, it fails to observe that there is by definition no theologically correct apocalypticism. Let me say it as clearly as possible: Revelation is neither a theological tract nor an ethical code nor a correct catechism. It is a drama.
8 I mean a drama about what is not correct: love and hate, revenge and consolation, cruelty and peace, enemies and friends, fascinating brides and awful whores, sulphur lakes and golden cities, joy and sorrow, anxiety and hope, battles lost and won. This book is not even logical. Apocalypticism is never logical; apocalypticism is passion.
Can a "drama" be true or inspired? As I just mentioned, the earliest teachers and preachers of the church had some doubt about that question. The book was pushed into the biblical canon not by the church of biblical experts but by the church of martyrs (experts, to be sure, of life and death). And there -between being tortured and killed by fire and beasts -a different sort of book may be suitable indeed: dealing with anxiety and hate and revenge and tears.
The German philosopher Jacob Taubes once tried to explain what apocalypticism means.
9 He told this anecdote: A Jew who had to flee from his country found temporary shelter with friends in Vienna. Together they deliberated on how to find exile. For this purpose, they took a globe and searched for a safe country. However, against each country on this globe serious objections were to be raised. Eventually, the refugee sighed and asked: "Do you perhaps have another globe?" -It is this other globe, Taubes added, that apocalypticism offers us: a counter-world between book covers, a symbolic universe in which lambs prevail over dragons, victims triumph against emperors, desires find their harbour, and tears may be shed and are wiped out.
10 Indeed, dramas 8 This is, of course, a metaphor and by no means a description in terms of genre criticism. For relevant discussion, see Backhaus, "Die Vision vom ganz Anderen", [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] This anecdote is to be found in J. 
may be inspired and true. For there is a truth of the heart and an inspiration of the passions.
The last book of the Bible grants exile to the person as a whole. It is and must be an ambivalent book since humans are ambivalent beings. John does not at all claim to be a "thinker". What he claims to be, is a "seer". He literally "sees" the λόγος τοῦ θεοῦ ("the word of God"), as he informs his readers in the very first sentence. And, even more, he claims to "show" it: δεῖξαι (Rev 1:1-2). A vision "shall not mean but be -as the flight of birds". 11 This is certainly a different type of theological truth, but none the less an inspired one. Apocalyptic visions have their own sort of reason. But reason it is. Thus, how might it lead us from the vision to the truth?
I suggest five basic observations regarding the truth of inspired visions:
Epistolary Prescript and the Letters to the Seven Churches: Visions as Insight into the Christian's Own Truth
Apocalyptic books will normally have a pseudepigraphic author, as Henoch, Peter or Paul, as well as a fictive history. The Book of Revelation is different: It openly names its author (Rev 1:1.4.9; 22:8) and the island of Patmos, where he received his visions and learnt not to see a new world but the old world with new eyes. As an epistle, the book takes the form of direct communication with its readers. 12 We even get acquainted with the addressees, who, too, receive letters: the seven letters to the churches of Asia Minor (Rev 2-3). In this way, the reader joins the seer on his journey through the Roman province, using the "postal route" through seven representative cities from Ephesus to Laodiceacities that also mirror main stations of the emperor cult.
13 11 "A poem should be wordless / As the flight of birds. … / A poem should not mean / But be":
A The lesson we may learn from this observation is that the readers will gain insights into the truth -not of future, not of the world above, not even of God's love, but of their everyday life in Asia Minor. Heavenly letters -written by Christ, delivered by angels (Rev 2:1.8.12.18; 3:1.7.14) -are revealed about the addressees' very own situation, making it transparent to its real dimension, which is only to be seen from the perspective of Christ. Thus, on the one hand the seer leads the reader on a most realistic route, 14 on the other hand he leads the reader into an inspired school of seeing.
Let us take the example of Laodicea (Rev 3:14-22): The church of this city, sited by tepid and emetic waters, finds herself criticised for being "neither cold or hot", i.e., lukewarm and only worth of being spitted out by Christ. 15 We may feel reminded of the Emperor's new clothes when we see this prosperous centre of banking, pharmacy, and textile industry being reproached just for being poor, sick, and naked. The Christians are counselled "to buy from me gold refined by fire so that you may be rich; and white robes to clothe you and to keep the shame of your nakedness from being seen; and salve to anoint your eyes so that you may see" (Rev 3:18). A few lines later, the readers' eyes will in fact be opened when he or she enters the heavenly throne hall, which is full of light and open to those who will not let themselves be blinded by the deadly glitter of the whore Babylon-Rome.
First insight: The Book of Revelation does not reveal some distant truths, but mirrors the truth of our own souls by making God visible in everyday biographies and by motivating us to live a distinctively Christian way of life.
Framework and Centre: Vision as Disclosure of Heaven
Reading the book from start to finish confronts the reader with chaos and a muddle of scenes of an earth that falls. 16 But there is peace and order above. 
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If we change the perspective, we shall find a theocentric structure of meaning in the heavenly counter-world. We may think of a carpet whose knots -as viewed from below -will indeed show nothing else but chaotic disorder. Viewed from above, however, there is a harmonic structure of meaningful patterns.
Our outline illustrates that above the chaotic accumulation of visions there is God's throne hall, impressively ordered in a heavenly liturgy (cf. Rev 4:1-5:14; 20:11-22:5), ruled by books -encoding the "legibility of the world", meaningfully arranged in sequences of seven symbols. The central part of the book is structured by the leitmotif of the opening of heaven.
17
At the starting point (Rev 4:1), John sees heaven's door standing open. So he -and with him the reader as well -enters the heavenly realm, thereby gaining an overview of all the confusing events in the realm of the Roman emperor. At the dramatic climax, the temple in heaven "was opened, and the ark of his covenant was seen within his temple; and there were flashes of lightning, rumblings, 
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peals of thunder, an earthquake, and heavy hail" (Rev 11:19) . After this, the decisive battle between the woman and the dragon, the people of God and its enemies, may start. In the very heart of the book, the woman's son is taken to heaven, whereas the dragon, in some sort of countermovement, is thrown down to earth. As Christ redefines heaven in the sign of the Lamb that is slaughtered pro nobis, earth is marked by the final struggle of Satan and his beasts, which proves to be nothing but a short agony (Rev 12:1-14:5). 18 At the finish, heaven opens for glorious victory (Rev 19:11) -and it will be open for ever. But even in the midst of the struggles, the heavenly choirs (comparable to the choirs in the Attic drama that explain the dramatic events on the stage) forebode the earthly events, describe them in contrapunctual fashion, and lift them into the light of redemption. The cantus firmus proclaims God as the παντοκράτωρ. 19 From this observation, we arrive at our second insight: The guiding theme of the disclosure of heaven provides the faithful with an overview of the direction and dimension of their struggles, thereby building up their very own perspective and basic trust by bursting those boundaries that so often limit their everyday perspectives.
The Images: Vision as Precision Work
How does a vision function? The seer is obviously not in a trance 20 -he is rather between Old Testament scrolls, reading Scripture in light of the signs of the
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times.
21 Let us illustrate this point by one example only: the four apocalyptic riders (Rev 6:1-8).
Then I saw the Lamb open one of the seven seals, and I heard one of the four living creatures call out, as with a voice of thunder, 'Come!' I looked, and there was a white horse! Its rider had a bow; a crown was given to him, and he came out conquering and to conquer.
When he opened the second seal, I heard the second living creature call out, 'Come!' And out came another horse, bright red; its rider was permitted to take peace from the earth, so that people would slaughter one another; and he was given a great sword.
When he opened the third seal, I heard the third living creature call out, 'Come!' I looked, and there was a black horse! Its rider held a pair of scales in his hand, and I heard what seemed to be a voice in the midst of the four living creatures saying, 'A quart of wheat for a day's pay, and three quarts of barley for a day's pay, but do not damage the olive oil and the wine!' When he opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth living creature call out, 'Come!' I looked and there was a pale green horse! Its rider's name was Death, and Hades followed with him; they were given authority over a fourth of the earth, to kill with sword, famine, and pestilence, and by the wild animals of the earth.
The text is a collage of quotations, allusions, and echoes from prophetical books, namely Zechariah, Ezekiel, and Jeremiah. 22 The riders, as it were, gallop out from biblical pages. But they are racing through the contemporary world: Their succession represents the sequence of war, economic collapse, including malnutrition, epidemics, and breakdown of civilisation. Especially the first rider, who is without an Old Testament role model, enacts contemporary experience. The expectation of victory and the symbol of the bow recall the bow-armed riders from the Parthian empire, Rome's dreaded rival, so prominent in apocalyptic wars. The third rider with his pair of scales announces a shortage of basic foodstuff, using up-to-date measure and currency. As far as oil and wine are concerned, the voice from heaven prohibits any damage. When the emperor Domitian ordered the destruction of the vineyards in 92 c.e., the cities of Asia Mirror succeeded in obtaining the retraction of this edict.
23 Thus, the prophetic texts of old, gain new visionary force. It is Christ who combines the biblical symbols and the contemporary world. For it is the Lamb that initiates this whole cluster of dynamics.
In all the terrors and anxieties of this world, the God pro nobis keeps control of history. So far, the word "apocalyptic images" perhaps describes a "falling world" -but it is falling into the power of almighty God. The truth of the book of Revelation does not lie in this or that proposition but in the direction of all human experience, even anxiety and terror.
Dürer in his famous illustration of the Book of Revelation deals with the vision in a way that is very similar to John: The images are cumulated in order to generate a comprehensive impression of the anxiety of his day. The riders show in their clothing and background the markers of Dürer's contemporary world, and they are looking to the end and careering into the Lamb's triumphant victory demonstrated on the woodcut in the target passage.
24
Third insight: The apocalyptic vision combines, in careful theological work, the Bible, today's experience, and Christ, thereby providing the readers with a hopeful knowledge of the meaning and purpose of their everyday struggles and even the worst experience: We can never fall deeper than in God's hands. 
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The Sequence of Images: Vision as Transformation
Dürer proves Habermas wrong: There are no fixed apocalyptic images that show terror and a falling world. Rather, the apocalyptic drama makes images run. And run they will: through darkness and fear, but eventually towards a redeemed end. In a similar manner the readers, who will behold such images, are set in motion. Therefore, this kind of "visual language" should not be conceptualised in rational terms. Instead, it places the reader into an imagined world created by this language. The reader shares John's call to be a seer.
25
In our passage, the verbs of sensual realisation are given in italics. On the whole, the seer uses 44 times the phrase εἶδον as well as 26 times the phrase ἤκουσα in order to make the readers share his vision; 26 times the reader is directly invited to do so by the imperative ἴδου. And it is not the theological
The Biblical Annals 8/1 (2018) logic, but the overwhelming impression of the visionary universe that gives Revelation its distinctive feature. The narrative world between the earthly Patmos and the heavenly Jerusalem is painted in all colours: gold, white, black, all types of green and red, blue as smoke and sulphur-yellow, and in the end the readers sees a city of precious stones, "bright as crystal".
Animals provide a special means of inspiring imagination and emotional participation. Indeed, beasts in a wide range make their impressive procession through the Book of Revelation: bear, bird, bull, cattle, dog, eagle, frog, horse, lamb, lion, locust, panther, scorpion, serpent -not to mention dragons and other fantastic beasts. The aural dimension extends from "half an hour of silence in heaven" to heavenly orchestration with harps, trumpets, and choirs of the redeemed, in which the readers may be inclined to join.
26 This is contrasted with the end of all musical play in the streets of Rome. Even the senses of taste and smell are included 8:11; . The seer shares his passions with the reader: He weeps bitterly because he does not understand the course of history (Rev 5:4-5); he is fascinated by the woman in purple and scarlet, who symbolises the sweetly rotten attractiveness of Rome (Rev 17:6-7). 27 In this way, the readers get involved with all their senses into the pulsating field of visions, 28 eventually entering the holy city, the most elaborated and fascinating image of all. The seer never explains what redemption means; rather it is shown. The visions, therefore, are not to be decoded, but spaces to be lived in: A vision "shall not mean but be", and its purpose is not to teach the spectator anything but to restore him or her in a radical way.
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The Liturgical Conclusion: Vision as Encounter with Christ
As Revelation starts with religious and political reality in Asia Minor, so it eventually guides its readers into the reality of Christian liturgy, in which they are no longer a marginalised minority but a kingdom of priests (cf. Rev 1:6; 5:10; 20:6). The book -saturated with cultic language and symbolism 30 -ends with a sort of liturgical dialogue (Rev 22:17.20) 
31
: The unimposing group of Christians participates in the grandeur of the heavenly cult. 32 In the Book of Psalms, we find the notion that JHWH is enthroned on the "praises of Israel" (Ps 22:3[4] ): Prayer is the spiritual space where God lets himself being encountered. Thus, the biblical book becomes, as it were, a "portable sanctuary" (to use Heinrich Heine's metaphor). At its gate, the first psalm starts with a beatitude: "Blessed are those whose delight is in the Law" (cf. Ps 1:1-2). 33 In a similar way, God's throne hall is accessible to those who read the Book of Revelation: "Blessed are those who […] may enter the city by the gates" (Rev 22:14) . This beatitude is intimately tied up with those beatitudes at the entrance and the conclusion of the Book of Revelation: Blessed are those who read and hear this book and hold it in honour (cf. Rev 1:3; 22:7; see also 22:18-19). Revelation not only deals with heaven, it opens it. At the conclusion, the reader finds himself or herself in the peaceful community of worshippers, to which Christ reveals himself (as well as God) as Alpha et Omega (Rev 22:13; cf. 1:8; 21:6 The Biblical Annals 8/1 (2018) And so it comes to full circle. The first act of Revelation has been the encounter with Christ on Patmos, in the crude reality of "exile". Now, after a long visionary journey around this alternate globe, the seer John drops off the readers in the home reality of cult, now transformed by visions. 35 One of the first phrases of Revelation has been "he who loves us", 36 one of its last words is "I am coming soon" -and then the last phrase, which is a prayer: "Come, Lord Jesus". 37 It appears strange that he, whose immediate presence is the most distinctive marker of the whole book, is now being asked to come. Perhaps, the inspiration of a book is not to be measured by the answer it gives but by the longing it arouses. This book does not simply end. 
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believer for Christ -the only one who may say "I am the truth". 38 One cannot end a book in a more open way. It is in this sense that the document of the Pontifical Biblical Commission is right: There is a longing love that provides us with the key to this book.
So let this be our last insight: The theological dignity of the Book of Revelation does not depend on the information it offers but on the relationship it opens. It is written in a dangerous and sometimes dark world, full of "apocalyptic images" revealing a universal falling. But it is written in a grammar of trust. 39 Apocalypticism has been called an inflammation of the Jewish organs of hope 40 : a hope that dangers and darkness can be crossed. Some day -as the conventional apocalypticist would say. Each day -the seer John would add. And in this addition, after all, we find all the truth and inspiration he has to offer us.
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